<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1985 | JABATAN TELEKOM MALAYSIA  
Kuantan-Kuching Submarine Cable System, Kuantan-Kuching Project |
| 1985 | JABATAN PARIT DAN TALAIR MALAYSIA  
The Muda Irrigation Project |
| 1986 | LEMBAGA LETRIK NEGARA TANAH MELAYU  
The Upper Perak Hydro-Electric Development Project |
| 1987 | LEMBAGA KEMAJUAN TANAH PERSEKUTUAN  
The Role and Contribution of FELDA Mills Corporation (FELMIL) in the Development of Palm Oil Industry |
| 1988 | PETROLIAM NASIONAL BERHAD  
Peninsular Gas Utilisation Project – Stage 1 |
| 1989 | PERBADANAN MEMAJUKN IKTISAD NEGERI TERENGGANU DAN SEPAKAT SETIA PERUNDING SDN. BHD.  
The Design and Construction of the Port of Tanjung Berhala in Malaysia |
| 1990 | LEMBAGA LEBUHRAYA MALAYSIA  
Penang Bridge Project |
| 1993 | JABATAN PENGAIRAN DAN SALIRAN MALAYSIA  
West Johore Integrated Agricultural Development Project |
| 1993 | TENAGA NASIONAL BERHAD  
The Design and Construction of Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Power Station Phase II Project |
| 1994 | LEMBAGA LEBUHRAYA MALAYSIA DAN PROJEK LEBUHRAYA UTARA-SELATAN BERHAD  
The North-South Toll Expressway Project |
| 1995 | JABATAN KERJA RAYA  
The Role of JKR in National Development |
| 1996 | MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE OF MICROELECTRONIC SYSTEMS  
Role in the Development of Microelectronics and Information Technology |
| 1997 | ETHYLENE MALAYSIA SDN. BHD. AND POLYETHYLENE MALAYSIA SDN. BHD.  
The Development of the Petrochemical Industry in Malaysia-Construction Experience of the Malaysian Ethylene/Polyethylene Plants |
| 1998 | KLCC (HOLDINGS BHD)  
The Development of the Petronas Twin Tower Project |
| 1999 | K. L. INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT BERHAD  
The Construction of the Kuala Lumpur International Airport |
| 2000 | SISTEM TRANSIT ALIRAN RINGAN SDN. BHD. (STAR) AND PROJEK USAHASAMA TRANSIT RINGAN AUTOMATIK SDN BHD (PUTRA)  
The Construction of the Light Rail Transit Systems in the Klang Valley |
| 2001 | MAJU HOLDINGS SDN BHD  
Perdana Tower 1 – The First All Malaysia Steel High Rise |
| 2003 | ROAD BUILDER (M) SDN BHD  
The Construction of Seri Saujana 300m Cable-Stayed Arch Bridge (BR-8) in Putrajaya |
| 2004 | PERUNDING MAHIR BERSATU SDN BHD AND SINCLAIR KNIGHT MERZ ENGINEERING SDN BHD  
The Structural Design of Putrajaya Convention Centre |
World Federation of Engineering Organisation (WFEO)

**Hassib J. Sabbagh Award for Engineering Construction Excellence**

**YEAR** | **RECIPIENT**
--- | ---
2003 | Construction of Small Dam and Irrigation Facilities and Related Works at MARDI Station Jelebu, N9 by Department of Irrigation and Drainage

Team Members:
Y. Bhg. Datuk Paduka Engr. Hj. Keizrul bin Abdullah
Dato’ Engr. Batumalai a/l Ramasamy
Engr. Mohd. Azhari bin Ghazali

**IEM Young Engineer Award**

**YEAR** | **RECIPIENT**
--- | ---
1991 | Y. Bhg, Datuk Engr. Prof. Dr Chuah Hean Teik
1995 | Engr. Prof. Dr Marzuki bin Khalid
2004 | Engr. Dr Ramesh Singh - Academic Award
2004 | Engr. Koo Voot Chet - Industry Award
2006 | Engr. Assoc. Prof. Dr Luqman Chuah bin Abdullah (Chuah Teong Guan) - Academic Award
2006 | Engr. Dr Goh Swee Por - Industry Award

**IEM Lady Engineer Award**

**YEAR** | **RECIPIENT**
--- | ---
2005 | Engr. Prof. Dr Siti Hamisah bte Tapsir
2006 | Engr. Miss Ong Kik Hong
2007 | Engr. Assoc. Prof. Dr Hjh. Siti Hawa bte Hamzah